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Local and regional media covered UD's plans to return to
campus this fall. Historian Ashleigh Lawrence-Sanders
continued to lend her expertise to the national discussion
on Confederate monuments. Leading legal education
publication preLaw magazine featured the School of Law's
strategies for remarkably improving its bar passage rate,
which the magazine listed as best in the nation.
The Conversation re-ran communication expert Chad
Painter's piece on how the New York media covered the
Stonewall riots, which was picked up by the widely read
outlet Vox.
WVXU-FM, Cincinnati's NPR a liate, talked to Paul
Schlottman in the School of Law and Sabra Tomb at the Air
Force Research Lab about a partnership between their
organizations to teach scientists how to protect intellectual
property. WOSU-AM in Columbus, Ohio, also picked up the
story.
University of Dayton releases plan for students' return to
campus this fall
Spectrum News 1 (Ohio), WYSO-FM, WOSU-AM (Columbus,
Ohio), Dayton Daily News, WDTN/Dayton CW, ABC22/Fox45
and WHIO-TV
Richmond's Lee statue is set to come down. It's a new
chance for the city
Vox
Ashleigh Lawrence-Sanders, history
Bar exam results improve as schools push prep
preLaw
Andrew Strauss, School of Law
How the New York media covered the Stonewall riots
Raw Story and Vox.com (via The Conversation)
Chad Painter, communication
Teaching scientists how to protect their intellectual
property
WVXU-FM (Cincinnati) and WOSU-AM (Columbus, Ohio)
Paul Schlottman, School of Law



















Senate Dems block Republican police reform bill
WDTN-TV
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Ohio daycares  le lawsuit over pandemic regulations
ABC22/Fox45
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
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